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Screening and efficacy of radical prostatectomy
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I n a recently published study, the results

of the Prostate Cancer Intervention ver-

sus Observation Trial (PIVOT) trial were

compared with that of the Scandinavian

Prostate Cancer Group Study Number 4

(SPCG-4). The authors concluded that the

discrepancy of the mortality rates between

both studies may be explained by screen-

related lead time and over-diagnosis. In this

comment, some potential biases are dis-

cussed and the limited applicability of the

results of both randomized trials to healthy

candidates for radical prostatectomy is

underlined.

The results of the Prostate Cancer Inter-

vention versus Observation Trial (PIVOT)1

raised questions on the efficacy of radical

prostatectomy in men with low-risk prostate

cancer. Xia and co-workers2 used simulation

modeling to determine whether the reduced

absolute survival benefit in the PIVOT trial1

compared with Scandinavian Prostate Cancer

Group Study Number 43 may be explained

by the high prevalence of screen-detected

prostate cancers in the PIVOT study. The

authors concluded that the discrepancy of

the mortality rates between both studies

may largely be explained by screen-related

lead time and over-diagnosis and should

not be considered as an argument against

the efficacy of radical prostatectomy even in

the presence of screening. The authors

emphasized that there is a subset of patients

that should not be treated by radical prosta-

tectomy which needs to be identified in the

future.2

There are further features of the PIVOT

study making it appropriate to interpret the

lack of survival differences in this trial with

caution. With more than 30% dying of other

causes by 10 years, the competing mortality

rate was three times as high as usually

observed in contemporary radical prostatec-

tomy series: 10%,4 4%–12%5 and 11%.6 The

PIVOT study sample obviously contained an

over-proportionally large proportion of cases

with a high risk of early competing mortality.

This observation is particularly remarkable

because it was associated with a mean age of

only 67 years1 which was not unusually high.

In very healthy men selected for radical pros-

tatectomy, even in those aged 75 or more

years, the competing mortality rate within

10 years after surgery may be narrowly zero.7

The low statistical power to detect poten-

tial survival differences in the PIVOT trial

has been emphasized.8 It is, therefore, hardly

possible to draw general conclusions from

the outcome of the low-risk subgroup in

the PIVOT trial. With the relatively short

observation time, the small sample size and

the high competing mortality rate, the lack of

outcome differences is probably not suited

to reassure younger and healthier patients

with screen-detected prostate cancer. Cur-

rently available prognostic markers are not

able to predict the course of untreated pro-

state cancer over decades of further life-span

even if initially no high-risk features are pre-

sent. The marked decrease of prostate cancer

mortality in the United States since the intro-

duction of (opportunistic) prostate-specific

antigen-based screening illustrates that there

is an effect of early diagnosis and active

treatment on prostate cancer mortality, al-

though randomized trials did not reveal

unequivocal results so far.8–10 It is rather the

question whether the price in terms of over-

diagnosis and quality of life impairment is

reasonable than whether screening and active

treatment are able to decrease prostate cancer

mortality.

The authors discussed several limitations

of their study.2 The combination of data of

different studies performed during different

times in different health care systems (PIVOT

and Scandinavian Prostate Cancer Group

Study Number 4) is another potential limita-

tion. It is conceivable that with a combined

analysis of data also biases may be combined.

In the PIVOT trial, only a small minority of

initially screened patients (731 out of 13 022,

i.e., 5.6%) have been eventually randomized.

This figure may reflect the difficulty to recruit

patients who agree to participate in such ran-

domized trial and suggests a considerable

selection process from screening to eventual

trial enrollment. It is unknown in which

degree this selection changed the composi-

tion of the study sample and whether the

remaining screen-detected cases were still

representative. It is likely that the study sam-

ple in this way was enriched by good risks. In

the Scandinavian trial, a selection bias could

be an explanation for the surprisingly diffe-

rent efficacy of radical prostatectomy in men

younger and older than 65 years11 that was in

contrast to data from other studies. In a

population-based cohort study that enrolled

14 516 conservatively treated patients with

localized prostate cancer aged 65 years or

older, the 10-year prostate cancer mortality

rates did not differ after stratification by age

and remained stabile even beyond an age of

80 years.12 In the setting of the Scandinavian

trial without a meaningful prevalence of pro-

state-specific antigen screening, patients were

probably more likely to contact their doctor

with lower urinary tract symptoms. Since

such symptoms more frequently occur in el-

derly men, it is conceivable that a substantial

proportion of prostate cancer in the elderly

were diagnosed incidentally during workup

for lower urinary tract symptoms which were

not caused by the cancer itself, whereas in

younger patients obstructive larger cancers

which would do poorly with conservative

treatment alone were more likely of being

detected.11

Considering the potential of biases, data

obtained by a combined analysis of these dif-

ferent randomized trials should be carefully

interpreted. The resulting figures are merely
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hypothesis-generating and need confirma-

tion in further (preferably randomized) trials.

Caution is particularly required when the

results are applied to healthy candidates for

radical prostatectomy who have a high long-

term survival probability.
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